
THE SCHOOL

School Versilia is an International
Italian Language School,
specialized in Study Holidays
and Educational Trips for adults,
students, families or groups,
coming from all over the world. 

By the Versilian sea and proximate
to the most beautiful art cities,
School Versilia offers high-
quality and professional Italian
Language Courses, hosts tourists
and students from all over the
world, and give them the
opportunity to discover Tuscany,
Liguria and their surroundings.

+39 327 044 4555

“ Because "Italian" isn't only the
Language...

But our Way of Life! “

Via Maroncelli 274
55049 Viareggio (LU) - ITALY

Contacts

Visit our website:

www.schoolversilia.com

schoolversilia

info@schoolversilia.com

School&Tours Formula



Accommodation
Details care

partner Hotels,
located near the

beach, and able to
make you feel at

home, despite
leaving you

completely free
during your Study

Holiday

WEEKLY Courses: daily lessons from
Monday to Friday where you can add the
large proposal of tourist activities we
organize (Study Holiday Formula);

MONTHLY Courses: for those who need
to study Italian language for a longer
period (more than 4 weeks), these are
special long-lasting courses (Study
Holiday Formula).

"AN EXPERIENCE, NOT
JUST AN ACADEMY"

OUR INTENSIVE
COURSESSqueezed between

the sea and the
mountains, close to
the promenade of

Viareggio and Lido di
Camaiore, proximate

to Cinque Terre,
Carrara Marble
Quarries, Lucca,

Pisa and Florence

What they say
about us:

4 Tourist
Areas
CITY TOURS

WINE&FOOD
ADVENTURE

MUSEUMS

Location

" THEY MADE ME FEEL AT
HOME, DESPITE BEING

ABROAD "

(School&Tours Formula)

Courses are aimed at adults (18+) or
accompanied minors.
They start on Monday  and include a
package of 2 lessons a day of 50 minutes
each one (as classrooms never exceed the
7 students, courses will be very intensive).

"VIAREGGIO, THE
NEW LOCATION FOR
AN ACTIVITY
HOLIDAY"

Classes take place every
day, from Monday to
Friday and, during the rest
of the day, you’ve got all the
time to join the tourist
activities we organize.

Thanks to a professional and friendly staff, our
courses take place during all the year for any
level (from the Absolute Beginner, A0, to Upper
Advanced Level, C2). In order to meet any
preference, we provide different alternatives:


